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ON THE STABILITY OP THE ROTATING MOVEMENTS OP A SOLID BODY THE CAVITY 
OP WHICH IS PILLED WITH AN IDEAL LIQUID 

by 
N, G. Chetayev 

The problem of the accuracy of the flight of a liquid-filled missile along 

its trajeotory is a hard one if the liquid is viscous.  If we consider the li- 

quid in the missile as ideal and incompressible, then we can find the oorreot 

solutions of the problems in the stability of rotating movements of this solid 

body, provided that the interior is completely filled with liquid without any 

bubbles. In my opinion this solution does not seem unimportant, since starting 

from it we oan consider as sufficient the surplus of stability against the nega- 

tive influences of viscosity. 

1.  General Suggestions. Among the many possible displacements of a mis- 

sile filled with an ideal incompressible liquid free from bubbles, are the fol- 

lowing« rotation around any straight line, and the forward displacements like 

that of a solid body. Hence the movement of this missile is governed by the 

theorem on moment in a system with its origin in oenter of gravity of the mis- 

sile and the liquid 0, and with the axes x   K L  parallel to rigid axes. 

These conditions allow us to examine in the problem of the stability of 

the rotating motions of a missile whose interior is filled with an ideal liquid, 

only the relative motions, considering the oenter of gravity 0 as being fixed. 

The axes x, y, z are introduced to facilitate the calculations let z be 

the axis of the elliptical inertial rotation of the missile (without liquid) 

plotted at point 0, perhaps not coinciding with the oenter of gravity of the 

solid shell; and let the axes x and y lie in the plane perpendioular to the z 

axis, as may be more convenient for us, but in such a manner that the moments 

of inertia of the solid shell with referenoe to the three axes will always be 

the constant and main axes of the ellipsoid of the inertia of the shell plotted 

at point 0. 
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It is assumed that the motion of the ideal incompressible liquid filling 

the oavity of the missile is determine! by the instantaneous velocities of the 

solid shell. Letp be the constant density of the liquid ; n, outside normal 

to the surface S of the cavity occupied by the liquid; and (LJpty', the direc- 

tional cosines of the normals on the axes x, y, z. Let p, q, r, stand for in- 

stantaneous angular velocities of the rotation of the missile, around the axes 

x, y, z. 

At the beginning of motion the liquid was stationary in the missile.  By 

the Lagrange theory the liquid will move with the potential of the velooitiesö? 

(x, y, z, t). 

The function <v is determined under the condition that the normal compon- 

ent of the velocity of the liquid coincides with a point on the shell in such 

a manner that 

(1) 

A = {qz — ry) a-} (rx — pz) H (W - ¥*) i 

Let us assume <p = p^x -f- <7<W -f r% 

and let the relationship (l) be satisfied independently from the terms p, q, r. 

This gives 

Hence ^, does not depend on t, but depends on the oavity whioh is filled 

with an incompressible ideal liquid. 

The kinetio energy of the rotating motion of the missile's shell is 

2T = AY + Bf+ C'I* 

where A', B', C are the constant moments of inertia of the missile's solid 

shell together with the dividing walls of the oavity with respeot to axes x, y, z. 

Kinetio energy of relative motions of the liquid, in the oavity 
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^•='J(J[(£)'+(£)'+(£)>= s -•-/'*••M 

0), = /?,   ">, = </.   u», = r 

2.  Cavity in the Form of a Circular Cylinder.  Let us examine the cavity 

in the form of a oiroular cylinder with radius a, axis z, and height 2h.  Since, 

in respeot to any straight line, passing through the point 0 and perpendioular 

to the axis z, the moment of inertia of the hard shell has only one value, it 

is easier to determine the position of the missile by using the coordinate sys- 

tem^ j", oonnected with the missile, (Figure l).  (aee page 17) 

The system of rectangular axes (£ f) $) when rotated around the axis n at an 

angle CL  .will change into the system (*,?*,i)t  hut the system (*/>, J ) when rota- 

ted around the axis x at an angled changes into the system (xyz).  The angle of 

rotation of the missile around its axis z in the system (xyz) we will denote 

by 00 . 

From the diagram we must conclude that the angles, CLy/9 uj, are holonomous 

coordinates of the missile, and hence the differential equation of the rotating 

motions of the missile with these variables will resemble Lagrange equation. 

From the diagram we conolude that the projection of the absolute instant- 

aneous velocity of the rotating solid shell along the axes x, y, z are 

p — p,       q = a.'cos$,     r== —a'sin^-j-w' 

Where  V, ß', w'  are derivatives of time t corresponding to the angles «. Pi «». 

Total kinetic energy of the missile together with its liquid in the inter- 

ior will be T - T« + T*. 

Similarly to the classic example of the stability of the rotating motions 

of a conventional shell with solid equipment on a flat trajectory, let us con- 

sider only the resisting couple with moment ptia?, , proportional to the sine of 

the angle Y between the z axis of the missile and the velocity of the oenter of 

gravity in the system 0. 

L. 
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Assuming that the axis C is directed along velooity of the center of grav- 

ity in system 0, then we shall have cos 7 = cos a cos ß. 

The possible work of the resisting couple is simply 

1» sin 787 = 8 (—p cos 7) = 8(—ILCOS a cos ß) = 

= (A sin a cos ß8a -f |* cos a sin ß8ß = £.8a + ^8p + fl>> 

From this the generalized forces ^«i *?„< V«   are determined by the formulas 

Qt— (A sin a cos ß,    <^3— n cos a sin ß,    #M = 0 

In order to set up the differential equations of rotation motions of the missile 

filled with liquid, one must calculate T*. The problem of determining the func- 

tion y was solved by N. E. Zhukobskiy. The solution is given below with insig- 

nificant amplification. 

The boundary condition of funotion y   on the surface S of the hollow gives 

difjdn = 0,  since on the lateral surfaoe of the cylinder%"-Äyand on the bases of 

the cylindera = 0, ß = 0. Here by Neumann's principle we have t|»s= const, and conse- 

quently 

lti.*W«-ö,"  [*,. +s]=o.  [+„+,j=o 

Prom the axial symmetry of the cavity it can be concluded, that it is suf- 

ficient to determine only one of the functions $v  +,. .  Let us determine <j<j. 

Let us assume V'i=/'  v 

The boundary condition (2) for function f, , gives Fj, as condition to S 
dFx      0 

And henoe the problem consists of determining the harmonio function F,(d F. - 0), 

which on the lateral surfaoe of the cylinder S satisfies the oondition 

£-=° (3) 
and on the bases of the oylinder 

         &-V»  (4) 
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where the minus and the plus signs aro taken from the lorcer (T-T), and the upper 

(O) bases. 

In the cylindrical coordinates the Laplace equation takas on the following 

f0rm av,  l*LiXa+Ä-« 

Let us assume 

F, saint 2 C.fl.sh k(l- ^2-") 

where Cn are oonstants, Rn is the function of r only, Z is the coordinate of 

the oylinder upper base S, Zu is the coordinate of the lower base.  Prom the La- 

place equations for F^, it follows that the functions R must satisfy the equa- 

tion rf2«, 
dr* - + 7TT+(*-i)*-° 

By introducing new. variables'C = '"'•». , we equate this equation to Bessel's 

equation 
tR  , l dR  , /j_ *A/j-_o 

By the sense of the problem under consideration with r ■ 0, one should get 

R • 0, hence along the z axis of the cylindrical cavity S, the liquid must not 

be of infinite values for the velooity, but limited with r ■ 0, the magnitude 

^should be r-ldFJdb. 

Therefore, the following should be accepted 
it 

Aas/, (C) = ~ J cos (C cos I) sin* 0 rfO 
o 

where    j^i)    is Bessel's  integral of the first order and first degree.    The bound- 

ary condition (3) on the lateral surface S gives the relationship    dF ldr = 0,    or 

dHJdr = 0,   ,  or better dJ] (£) 

^ = 0 

N. £. Zhukovskiy determined the first roots of this equation 
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C,= 1.8412,  ;2= 5.4315,  ;3^ 8..->3t)3 

^ = 11.7060,  5,« 14.8833,  :,= 18.0155 

The values of the constants >-, * •*• determined by the formula   X = -^. 
"   a 

The boundary conditions (4) for the lower and upper bases gives, the fol- 

lowing relationship 

Since ZQ  - Zu ■ 2h.  Hence, by using the well known formulas, 

a I 0,    CCJIH 1» yt m 

{ /, (V) '. (*-0 r*- X„V - 1 . , ,, ... 

the constants C are determined: 
n 

4X„ 
cn — (x^^nyFTT^ä)!2 ch OTJAM**- 

but 
• jAcy)**--*^       «■-*-> 

Hence V =4/i»«in b  V ! -MCW«) I   ,   /,   2»-«Q-<.\ 
/-, = 4a sin Ö 2J C(C«-i>    >,(U)   cT(UW 8h V* i      rJ 

Let us compute    [tyv  ty,].,    If we take  into acoount the boundary conditions 

(3) and  (4)»  we will have 

" ..^.w^iiic(*)r+(*-r+(*-»n*- 
= pfJJ (y1 + «')* + P J] W- W 2y do-4p (z0-z,)|[yVa 

where C is the base of cylindrical cavity.  By substituting the calculated val- 

ue of the funotion F, we obtain 

It,. fr)-Jf*t«frt*.-^[l-itipjgy^l (6) 
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where "A/ = 2»rpa,A is the mass of the liquid, filling the inside of the shell. 

This formula coincides with the formula of N. E. Zhurovskiy with ZQ  ■ - Z ■ h. 

From the symmetry of the cavity, with respect to the z axis, there follows 

whe equality    IA, 6) = [ü, äA-        •  It is also difficult to determine that 

(<|»,, <j*,] = 0. .  Let us designate 

Prom this the kinetic energy of the rotating motions of the missile that 

is filled with liquid will he 

The" »stability problem of rotating motions of suoh a missile is parallel to 

the classic problem of the stability of a simple missile with the moment of in- 

ertia of A » B ■ A' + A*, C « C. Hence (3) one can immediately write the sta- 

bility condition of rotating motions of the liquid filled missiles on flat tra- 

jectories: 
CV-4(^' + /l')|i>0 

For an ideal incompressible liquid, and for the same type of missile as 

studied above (C, A* ■ constants) and for the same conditions of launohing 

(r, (i - oonstants) the density of liquid, in increasing the term A*, has a 

negative effect upon the conditions of stability. 

3.  Cylindrical Cavity with One Flat Diaphram.  In order to increase the axial 

moment of inertia of a missile filled with liquid and thus increase the stabil- 

ity of rotating motions of the missile on its trajeotory, the diaphrams are 

placed in the oylindrioal cavity. 

Let us study the influence of one flat diaphram set radially in the cavity. 

A missile with one diaphram does not possess axial symmetry. Eenoe, to 

simplify the calculations for the x, y, z axes, we will ohoose axes tied with 

rigid shell, with the origin in the center of gravity 0 of the filled missile 

so that the plane y ■ 0 would be the plane of the diaphram. 
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Projections of instant* neous absolute angular velocity of the missile on 

this axis will be 

./> — £'cos UJ j a'sin u) cos p 

q = — p' sin u) -4" a cos l" Ct,s'? 
•        i   ■    e ' r = u) — a sin p 

Kinetic energy of rotating motions of the rigid shell will be 

where the constants A', B', C* represents the moments of inertia of the missile 

with respeot to the axes x, y, z. The kinetic energy of the liquid will be ex- 

pressed by the general formula 

2T*= J] u,4u»y [<]>„ $/] 

It is necessary to determine the function <J»<. .  The function '^  was found 

by Stock. 

We will study that part of the oavity whioh is divided by the diaphram and 

in whioh (   (x = rcos6, y = rsin6)   ) the angle o varies from 0 to it. .  Let us 

assume 
«j»s = xy + Fs 

The oondition (2) on the boundary of the cavity gives the relationship 

From this, on the wall of the cylinder ( (0 < • <«)) we have 

dfaldr = — a sin 20   (r = o) 
(7) 

on the diaphram  (6 = 0, 8 = n) 

at the sections of the lower and upper bases 
i 

dFJdz = 0 

We will try to find funotion P^ in the form 

^»=2 C„r"co8/i8 

(8) 

(9) 
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The boundary condition (9) is satisfied immediately, since P does not de- 

pend on Z condition (8) is also fulfilled, since the walls of the diaphram 

y - 0 we have | - 0,  (1 = 7:.  .  If we use the formula 

sin 9fi_  A V _5°lL
2*-iie_ (0 < e < «) 

then the boundary condition (7) can be written in the form 

V /-  »_i    n  80 v cos (2* — 1)0 

Prom this 
Cit=0,   Cu— 1 

" & (2*~J)*-4 

8a»~» 
*(2*-t)[(2*^i)»-4] 

For the half ( y"^0) of the circular oavity under consideration we oan 

caloulate 

* ^10; 

where as before M = 2«palh.      '    ^e can a^ow "that 

Let us calculate the function ti«.  Let  "W — ^— y«i the boundary con- 

ditions (2) give us the following relationship on the boundary of the cavity 

under consideration 

In other words, on the lateral surface, sinoe 7=0, it should be 

dfjdn=0 (n) 

and on the bases 

dFJdn= + 2y (12) 

where the plus and minus signs are taken for the lower and upper bases, respec- 

tively. 

Inside the oavity the function F, must be harmonio A Pi ■ 0; in cylindri- 

cal coordinates it must satisfy equation (5) 

Let us assume 
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Fx m 2 C„ cos «MU*>». (l - Äfäü) 

where R      denotes only the function of r.     Function R      must satisfy the equa- 
mm rim 

tion 
V.+•**•+(*»--£)*.«<> 

If we introduce a new variable  ; = X„„r, then it will be the familiar Bos- 

se 1 equation 
dt.* •+{-'3r+(<-£K=» 

For this problem we must take 
RHm = /. (C)=-j J cos (C »in z - «) dx 

where /.(C) denotes the Bessel integral of the nth order and first degree. 

On the surface of the oylinder ( (r = a, 0 < 8 < n) ) from boundary condition 

(ll) we derive the equations 

. .  rf/.(C)/A=:0   (?-»«•) 

determining the eigen values of  >nm-  The boundary condition (ll) on the dia- 

phram (y ■ 0, 6 - 0, & ■ j^ ) la immediately satisfied.  In accordance with the 

condition (12) for the upper and lower bases we have (Z - Z - 2h) 

^ c\mKm cos nURnm ch (X,M/j) ss 2y sin 0 (13) 

For the value ^) within the interval (0, -jr ) the f unotion sin 6 may be ex- 

panded into Fourier series in accordance with the oosines. 

By substituting this series in formula (13) and equating the coefficients 

of Cos Q f  we will obtain for n - 0, 2, 4, . . . 

8 r — 

(14) I 

and in the first part (of equation) zeros with n - 1, 3« 5$   ••• 
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j rJ, (f.Hkr) y. (/.„„/•) dr \ 
0 lipH   i„k  + koi 

*■*« —I 

the following terras of the constants(are determined) C      (n - 0,  2,  4»   ...) nra 

6' =■ _J6—    . _ '- I' rV. (>.„,/•) dr 

For odd terms n, the constants C  are zeros. ' nra 

Substituting these constant terms in the function F    and the latter in the 

already'used expression  (2) :' 1<J»,,  tyx\< ,  after calculation we obtain 

, ,       ,  ,        A/  T Vs + *o*. + *** _ _3 a* 4- 
l'W- 'hl = T L 3 * . 

128   v        Wh(X~>) (      *_- f rV. (Ks) dr)*] 
+ nWh  Zi  (Jjja* - 1) (n2 - l)1  V 7" <X""a) ,J ' J 

Now we will find function 
•%■ 

With this in mind let 

The boundary condition on the surface of the examined cavity will be 

dFJdn = — 2.T-f 

This means, that on the lateral surface of the cavity I (i=0) ) we must have 

dFJdn = 0 

and on the bases 
: dFJdn = ± 2x 

where the plus and minus signs are taken for the lower and upper bases respec- 

tively. 

We will seek funotion F in the form of the series 

It is on that part of the surface of the cylinder which enters the bound- 

aries of the half of the cavity under consideration o^Os^s. that by virtue of 

boundary conditions we have the equation 
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da 

determining the oonstant terms /.„. . 

On the flat diaphram the boundary condition is satisfied, since there 

sin B  - 0. 

Prom boundary oondition of the bases of the oavity we get 

Henoe 
C.= 

4a* 
»— C 5? - 1) <* PW yi <C> 

(C. = X.«) 

Therefore 
/•, = -4a*cos6 2 ^^-j y,(t.) ch M/a)8h lC- 2 ) 

Substituting this expression for Fg ind-j. 1», ) after calculations we get 

,, ,, M r v -i- *o*»+*HI , 5 «» A«» A v  !  th k Ml 
l*|. W = -2-L 3 + T* _4a T 2jC'(C.»-l)lnV" aJJ 

For the oavity under discussion ( fo  ^I ) ■ 0. 

The moments of inertia of the accompanying mass of the liquid filling the 

oylindrioal oavity, which is divided by one flat diaphram, will be 

The kinetic energy of the rotating motions of the missile together with 

the liquid filling it, will be 

2T - Ap2 - Bq2 - Cr2 

where 

A - A» + A*,    B - V« + B»,     C - C + C* 

From this we know that the ellipsoid of the inertia of the missile and accom- 

panying masses will be triazial in this oase. Suoh a case of an elongated mis« 

sile with solid filling has not been completely investigated for its stability. 

It is necessary to examine it separately. 
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With this in mind, and using for the Lagrange variables the angles 

&,' j) we set up equations of the rotating motions of the missile in the form 

of the Lagrange equations.  In doing so, we take as the generalized foroes, as 

was explained in (l) 

#, = |isinacosß,    <?.«= ^cosasin3,    Qut = 0 

The obvious form of Lagrange equation in this oase will be 

C ^ (u>' — a' sin 3) = (A — B) (— 3'2 -j- Aos2 3) cos «> sin « -f- 

-\ (A — B) a'3' (cos2 tu — sin2 m) cos 3 

-7- [A (B'cosu>-{- a'sin «> cos 3) sin «cos 3 -f" 

-f- B (— 3' sin «> -) a' cos u> cos 3) cos u> cos 3 — 

— C (io' — a' sin 3) sin ßl = JA sin a cos 3 

~ [ A (3' cos u) -f a' sin<» cos 3) cos w — B (— 3' sin a + a' cos « cos B) sin «] «a 

= — [ ,4 (3' cos ID f- a' sin u> cos 3) a' sin u> sin 3 -j- 

+ B (— 3' sin in -}- a'cos ■ cos ß)a'cos'" sin ß 4" 
•   -\- C («' — a' sin 3) a' cos 3] -\- (i cos a sin 3 

These equations have a particular solution 

„,' = «,„',    a = 0,    3 = 0 

Let us take this particular solution for the undisturbed motion and try to 

investigate its stability in the first approximation.  Let u)0 = «07, u> — iou — -. 

The equations in the variations for this undisturbed motion are of the form 

cr=o 

A (B" cos ...0 + a' sin «„) + (A — B) mj (— B' sin «0 -f a cos «„) = 

— _ Cu)0' (— 3' sin «>0 + a' cos «„) + v (P cos «0 + * 8in %) 

B (— 3" sin «)0 + a"cos i»0) -j- (A — B) < (3' cos «0 -f a' sin «0) = 

== C«0' (3' cos «)0 + a' si n «a) 4-1* (— 8 sin «0 -f a cos «„) 
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This system presents equations with the periodic ooeffioients (•*b"1^ ). 

As Lyapunov established, such systems of differential equations oan he trans» 

formed into a system with constant coefficients, without changing the problem 

of stability.  The first of the equations is of no particular interest; it ex- 

presses the obvious properties of the anglekJ  when the given terms are affected 

in the first approximation»  In order to transform the last two equations, we 

will introduce new variables 

u = asiniu04-? cos "V v = a cos <u0 — ß sin u>0 

The determinant of  the  transformation is different from zero and ■ — 1. 

Hence.   "' 

a' sin u)0 -\- ß' cos u>0 = u' — u>0't> 

a! cos <»0 — ß' sin u>0 = v' -\- u>0'u 

a" sin u)0 4. p" cos u>0 = u" — 2u>0V — wfu 

a" cos iu0 — p" sin io0 = v" -j- 2u>0V — u>0'*t; 

It  follows then that the equations  in the variations with new variables 

will be A(u" — 2u)0V —«)„'"«) = 1*0 + ^0,,'(— V — %'u) 

B(v" + 2«>0V — ufv) = p> + Cu»0' (u' - u)0V) 

or better Au" + [(C — B)u>0'* — ?\u+(C — A — fi)u)0V = 0 

Bv" + [(C- A)mf — p]v-(C-A — B) »0V = 0 

The characteristic equation of this  system of differential equations with 

oonstant coefficients  is 

+ KC-ÄK'" —MKC-^K' —M—° 

The conditions,   that the roots of this equation are purely imaginary,  are 

expressed by the following three  inequalities 

[{C- A)«,'• -p] [(C -B) w* -p] > 0 

[,45 + (i* - C) (B - C)] wf - p (4 + 5) >0 

l(AB + (A — C)(B-C))*?-t (A + B)?- 
MOL-69/?  _,4,45l(C_ 4j^_pj I(C_B).* _^j>o 



We note, in the last condition when A - B, leads us to the well-known 

Mayevskiy theorem of the stability of the rotating motions of a missile} in 

this case the first two inequalities will be satisfied. 

4.  Cylindrical Cavity with Two Crossed Diaphrams.  Let us examine the case 

where two diaphrams are orthogonally plaoed with respeot to eaoh other in the 

cylindrical cavity.  Since the ellipsoid of inertia of the missile's rigid 

shell will be the ellipsoid of rotation around the axis Z, the axes of the co- 

ordinates bound to the diaphrams are so chosen, that their equations will be 

x m  0, y - 0 and later in the dynamic part of this paragraph we will ohange 

to the axes used in (2). 

Function <j)3 was determined by Stokes taking the limit in calculating the 

value of one unknown. There is no point in changing Stokes* calculations, and 

we will accept the expression ( >j»s. +3] ) as derived by Zhukovskiy. For the 

cavity under discussion 

and it is evident that after finding function q,   the problem of finding func- 

tion f, does not arise, sinoe 

For the purpose of computing <Ji,, , let   <}*, = — yz-\-Fy 

Boundary conditions (2) give 

On the lateral surfaoe of the cavity 0<6^ 1/2*,,separated by the orossed 

diaphrams If- t> and it should be   gjr. 
an 

and on the bases <tj\ — x 2M 
dn 

where the minus and plus signs are taken for the lower and upper bases. 
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> 

We shall look for the harmonic funotion F,, in the form of series expan- 

sion (n - 0, 2, 4»•••) 

Fl = V C,M cos nUJ, (>.„.„/■) si» (/..„, (« - * \ -")) 

On the surfaoe of the oylinder limiting the cavity   0^|^**/*f< under dis- 

cussion, we have in accordance with boundary conditions 

iJn()„ma) , 
da       —U 

These equations determine the value ).nm.      The boundary conditions on the 

diaphram will be satisfied, since when n is even on the diaphram we will have 

sin-n$- 0-. The boundary conditionsi on the upper and lower boundaries bases 

give 

• 2 C*»<1>"<cos "oy- ('■»»•'')ch ('-»»'/'>=>2jr sin ° 

By takingO <. 0 ^ * Abused in series expansion of siny in the preceding para- 

graph we obtain the established values of Cmm when (n - 0, 2, 4,...). 

iM,i4(V+yt^-y)+ ; 

«, n v'    ■/    um m y   rtrn   ' (j 

From this the moments of inertia of the accompanying masses of the liqu. 

that fill up the four sections of the cavity separated by the orthogonal dia- 

phrams will be 

A* - B* - [•:,, ftl,|    C* - 4 C 1+3. W ]. 

The ellipsoid of the inertia of a missile that is filled with an ideal 

liquid will be the ellipse of the missile's rotation along its axis of propa- 

gation. The problem of the stability of rotating motions of such a missile 

coincides with the classical problem, and henoe we can immediately write the 

condition for stability 
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On the left side is the second degree polynomial of the liquid's density 

. Hence the stability of the oavity will be determined by the disposition 

of the real roots of this polynomial. 
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